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Abstract

Economic factors and the World Wide Web are turning software usage and its development into global activities. Many benefits accrue

from global development not least from the opportunity to reduce time-to-market through ‘around the clock’ working.

This paper identified some of the factors and constraints that influence time-to-market when software is developed across time zones. It

describes a model of the relationships between development time and the factors and overheads associated with such a pattern of work. The

paper also reports on a small-scale empirical study of software development across time zones and presents some lessons learned and

conclusions drawn from the theoretical and empirical work carried out.

q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Market forces and an increasingly reliable world-wide

communications network have made geographically dis-

tributed software development a reality. The potential

benefits of global software development have been well

documented and include [1–3]:
†
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Improved product and service quality;
†
 Rapid response to global market opportunities;
†
 Reduced time-to-market through round the clock

working;
†
 Reduced costs;
†
 Better use of scarce resources;
†
 Adding an international perspective to products

developed.

On the negative side, it has been reported that multi-site

software development introduces additional delay and thus

takes much longer than single-site development [4].
0-5849/$ - see front matter q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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This delay is attributed to the fact that more people are

normally involved in multi-site software development

(compared to development on a single site), however, the

projects studied do not seem to have utilised time difference

between sites and thus have not exploited an ‘around the

clock’ work pattern.

In this paper, we particularly focus on the opportunities

to reduce time-to-market through ‘around the clock’ soft-

ware development i.e. through the exploitation of time

differences between development sites. The working style

that we are interested in is where a task is passed at the end

of a working day from one software engineer to another

‘across time zones’. We call this sequential collaborative

software engineering (SCSE).

Working around the clock is not, of course, a new idea. In

fact, in some domains such as healthcare and air traffic

control, shift working is common practice. With software,

however, the benefits of around the clock working can be

achieved though work transfer across time zones, thereby

eliminating the need for unsociable working hours.

The aims of the research reported here are to gain a better

understanding of the contextual factors that affect time-to-

market for sequential collaborative software engineering

and to investigate the overheads associated with such work

patterns.

In particular, a model, Tseq (Time Estimation for

Sequential Collaborative Software Engineering)
Information and Software Technology 48 (2006) 1–11
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representing the relationships between the factors, the

overheads and time-to market is described. Such a model

could be used to help project managers decide when and in

what manner software engineering activities should be

distributed across time zones (assuming that the necessary

expertise is available at the participating sites) in order to

achieve significant reductions in completion time.

Also briefly described in the paper, is a small-scale

empirical study undertaken to illustrate the feasibility of

SCSE and to obtain some practical measures for the

contextual factors and overheads of distribution.

Section 2 of the paper describes and illustrates patterns of

distributed working. Section 3 identifies and discusses the

contextual factors while Section 4 addresses the overheads

of development across time zones. Section 5 introduces

Tseq and discusses the affects on development time of some

of the factors and overheads. Section 6 describes the

empirical study carried out. Finally, Section 7 presents some

conclusions.
2. Patterns of working across time zones

Working around the clock is normally done by teams of

people where one team transfers work to another team. A

team might simply take over the tasks of the previous team

or it might undertake some additional transfer tasks. For

example, when security officers take over from their

colleagues, they may be required to do certain checking

activities before they resume their normal task. In most

domains, however, a team member continues to work from

the point where the previous person finished on the same or

similar type of job. For example, nurses continue from the

point where colleagues on a previous shift stopped,

effectively doing the same type of job.

This concept can be utilised for software engineering

tasks. Fig. 1 shows a general 3-site scenario for around the

clock software development. The time needed to report
Time Difference

Catching-up Time

Working day period

Site 1

Within 2

Fig. 1. Three
progress at the end of a day, and to catch up at the beginning

of the day (reporting time and catching-up time, respect-

ively) depend on many factors. These include, for example,

the complexity of the task and the opportunity for

synchronous communication (i.e. the length of the time

overlap).

For the purpose of our model, we consider two ways of

distributing software engineering tasks across time zones.
1.
Ov

S

4 h

sit
Sequential task distribution. In this case, a task, which is

normally done by one person, is split between two

(or more) persons located in different time zones. That is,

one person transfers a task to a second person located in a

different time zone, and the second person continues the

work from the point where the first person has stopped.

With this process, more than one person-day can be fitted

into a single day (24-h period).
2.
 Dependent task distribution. In this case, one task is done

by one person located in a particular time zone and a

dependent task is subsequently undertaken by another

person located in a different time zone. For example, the

tasks might be coding and testing. One person, located in

the UK, can do coding and then transfer the code

(a testable part) to another person located in the USA to

test it. Another example is writing a test plan and

executing it. These tasks may be considered sequential,

however, the different individual tasks have to be

executed in a certain sequence as opposed to being

considered as one sequential task made up of smaller

activities that can be executed in any order.
3. Contextual factors affecting development time

A number of factors are likely to affect time-to-

completion for SCSE. In particular, we identify factors

relating to the development sites used, the project resources
erlap

Reporting Time

ite 2

Site 3

ours

es.
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and constraints and the characteristics of the task being

undertaken.

3.1. Characteristics of the development sites

Many international organisations have a number of sites

located in different countries around the world. Other

smaller organisations could form an international virtual

organisation from business partners located in various

countries. In either case, these sites can be utilised to

support SCSE. The potential for reducing development time

will depend on the number of sites involved and on the time

differences between sites. The maximum number of sites

that can be utilised for one task depends on the length of the

working day at each site and on the time difference between

sites.

For SCSE to succeed, participating sites must have

sufficient communications facilities to support the reliable

transfer of software and progress information between sites.

Information exchange can be carried out in a number of

ways including through the use of a central repository, using

asynchronous communications (e.g. email or ftp), using

synchronous communications (e.g. video conferencing) or

through some combination of these.

3.2. Project resources and constraints

Clearly, the development time for a particular

software system will depend on the number of

developers employed. However, the optimal number of

developers that can be utilised will depend on the

characteristics of the activities involved. For example, it

will depend on the number of possible parallel activities

that can be carried out autonomously. Brooks [5]

noted that communication overheads would increase

by n(nK1)/2 for n developers. However, for SCSE

(involving the work patterns described in Section 2),

most of the communication overhead is likely to occur

when work is ‘handed over’ from one developer to

another at the end (and beginning) of a shift. At other

times, the co-developers will not be available unless

there is a significant overlap in the working days.

Communication is, therefore, mainly between only the

two sites involved in work transfer and so the overhead

is likely to be less. Rather it might be expected to

increase linearly with the number of sites.

The usual project constraints such as delivery date and

maximum cost are also likely to affect development time.

3.3. Task characteristics

These include:
Estimated single-site development time. The estimated

time to completion for development across time zones

will of course be a function of the estimated development
time if the task were to be carried out at a single site

(which reflects the overall size and complexity of the task

being undertaken).
Level of concurrency and critical path. The potential for

concurrent working, which will depend on the nature of

the task, will clearly affect development time.

The critical path within a project determines the shortest

possible time a project or a set of tasks can take to complete,

if concurrency is exploited to the maximum. Therefore,

critical path/number of sites is the shortest possible time to

finish a project or a set of tasks. Consequently, the reduction

in development time will have a value between (total

effort/number of sitesCoverheads) and (critical path/num-

ber of sitesCoverheads).
4. Overheads of SCSE

The overheads of distribution can be classified into three

main categories: management, knowledge transfer and

distribution effort loss.

4.1. Management overhead

The added complexity of SCSE over single-site

development is likely to result in a need for more

planning and monitoring of progress. Extra planning will

be needed for actually deciding which tasks are to be

distributed across which sites and, because more work

will be done in a shorter period, further effort is likely to

be required to monitor progress [6,7]. Estimating the

values of these overheads is not straightforward, as they

will depend (non-linearly) on project characteristics such

as overall size and schedule. Estimates for these over-

heads are probably best determined from historical data

within a particular organisation.

4.2. Knowledge transfer overhead

Knowledge transfer overheads include general task-level

communications, artefacts transfer time and daily knowl-

edge transfer. General task-level communications may be

needed from time to time, for example, to negotiate the

overall approach, to review the decision making process or

to clarify any decisions made.

General task-level communication can be carried out

using either synchronous, asynchronous communication or

both between distributed team members. While asynchro-

nous communication can happen spontaneously based on

events and requirements during a task’s or project’s life,

synchronous communication needs pre-arranging or pre-

scheduling and probably some preparation to succeed

which may incur additional overheads. However, because

distributed team members will be located in different time

zones, the use of synchronous communication will be

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220689892_The_Mythical_Man-Month_Essays_on_Software_Engineering?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1b5d109ee81480a62843f7e3348d16b-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyMDYwOTg0MjtBUzo5ODc5NjkxMDQxNTg3NkAxNDAwNTY2NDI3MDQx
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limited. Although, it is apparent that longer periods of

overlap allow more sites to be utilised within a 24-h

period and increase the opportunities of synchronous

communication, they are not necessarily an advantage.

Longer periods of overlap between sites allow less

utilisation of a person’s day which reduces a person’s

working time on tasks or projects. It also contributes to

other overheads such as artefacts transfer time and

catching-up time overheads (due to the possible increase

in the number of participating sites) and general task-level

communication overhead (due to the possible increase in

periods of synchronous interactions). Therefore, the

overlap between two sites, for at least one site will be a

wasted time for the task being carried out, although if it is

long enough it can be used to carry out some other tasks.

Therefore, in most cases, the use of asynchronous

communication with SCSE contributes more toward

improving time-to-market. Although, the importance of

the availability of synchronous communication is empha-

sised [8,9], the use of asynchronous communication is

considered to be sufficient for many software tasks

[10,11]. It also helps to overcome cultural and language

barriers and decreases communication overheads due to

face-to-face interactions [10–14].

Several researchers have noted the importance and

impact of co-operation and communication overheads on

development time between team members [5,15]. How-

ever, in SCSE these overheads are not significant. Brooks

noted that communication overheads would increase by

n(n-1)/2 for n developers, thus for a large team the

development time increases significantly [5]. Based on

these overheads, Brooks draws his law: ‘adding staff to a

late project makes it later’. However, most of the

communication overhead is likely to occur when work

is ‘handed over’ from one developer to another at the end

(and beginning) of a shift. Communication is, therefore,

mainly between only the two sites involved in work

transfer and so the overhead is likely to be less. Rather, in

this case, it is expected to increase linearly with the

number of sites. In addition, due to the significant time

difference between sites, interaction between members

located at these sites will be limited.

General task-level communication should not be con-

fused with the time needed to transfer software artefacts

(referred above as artefacts transfer time) which will occur

on a daily basis. This overhead is not only limited to the time

taken for artefacts to be transferred but also includes the

time required to launch communication tools and prepare

artefacts for transmission. As mentioned above, different

communication methods can be used to transfer artefacts

between sites, such as through the use of a central

repository, distributed repositories, e-mail attachments or

FTP, Internet, or dedicated private communication net-

works. The time needed to transfer these artefacts will

depend on the transfer method used. The empirical study,

described in Section 6, shows that this overhead depends on
how well a site is equipped. Because this overhead depends

on many factors such as the data transfer method, the size of

data, the communication tools and methods and the users’

familiarity with the technologies used, it is probably best

determined from historical data within a particular site and

organisation.

In addition, for both the sequential and dependent

distribution patterns, daily knowledge transfer between

sites is needed. This consists of two elements:
Reporting time. At the end of a day, the time taken to

report progress will depend on the number of activities/

tasks to be reported, the quantity of knowledge to be

reported on each task, clarity of project schedule/plan

and on the level of automation of the reporting process.
Catching-up time. At the beginning of a day, the time

needed to ‘catch up’ on the work carried out since a

developer’s last working day will depend on a number of

factors. These include: how well the transferred knowl-

edge is presented; the number of activities/tasks reported;

the clarity of project schedule/plan and the level of

understanding of the whole task structure or plan. In

addition, catching-up time depends on the number of

sites involved with the task. This is because a person at a

site may need to catch-up with (number of sitesK1)

status reports. Although some of the factors identified are

easily quantified (e.g. number of activities reported)

other are difficult to measure (e.g. the level of

automation).
4.3. Distribution effort loss

Distribution effort loss represents the additional effort

lost due to unfinished tasks [2]. This happens only with

dependent type tasks. For example, consider the coding

and testing example mentioned above. If one team at a

site does not finish coding the expected part, the next

person would not be able to test it. Absence, illness,

technical problems etc. can prevent software engineers

from completing a task.

This potential for effort loss is illustrated by an 2-site

scenario where a developer at site A is working on task 1, a

developer at site B is working on task 2 and task 1 is

dependent on task 2 (see Fig. 2). It can be seen that 1

working day is lost at site A if the developer at site B fails to

complete the required part of task 2 on day 2.

If the dependency level between tasks is very high, then

effort loss may be high and, at worst, will be (number of

sites-1) person days in every transaction (or 1 day of

schedule time). If the dependency level between tasks is

low, the loss is ‘zero’ person days.

However, if an uncompleted task can be completed by a

different person the loss will always be ‘zero’. The

dependency/inter-dependency between tasks can be accu-

rately determined only when tasks are scheduled.
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Fig. 2. Distribution effort loss.
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5. The Tseq model

A mathematical model (Tseq) of the relationships

between development time for SCSE and the contextual

factors and overheads of distribution has been developed

and is summarised below. The contextual factors rep-

resented in the model are:
†
 number of sites;
†
 time differences between sites;
†
 number of developers;
†
 estimated single-site development time;
†
 level of concurrency (i.e. the task specific potential for

concurrent working).

The overheads of distribution included in the model are:
†
 management overhead;
†
 knowledge transfer overhead: general task-level com-

munications (or collaboration time), artefact transfer

time, reporting time, and catching up time;
†
 distribution effort loss.

The full derivation and discussion of the Tseq model is

beyond the scope of this paper, however, a description of the

main equations of the model and how they might be used are

included. In deriving the Tseq model, the software process

and development time of single site software development

was taken as a baseline. The ratio of gain with respect to

single site software development is, therefore, calculated

and represented in two gain factors: a gain factor due to

utilisation of more sites and a gain factor due to utilisation of

more effort. These two gain factors (GFNs
and GFNe

) can be

represented by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, where:
Ns
 is the number of utilised sites;
Ne
 is the number of developers;
Oi
 is the overlap between consecutive sites;
GFNs

is the gain factor based on the number of utilised sites;
GFNe

is the gain factor based on the number of developers;
WD
 is the working day at each site (it is assumed that the

working day at all sites has the same value).
GFNs
Z
XNsK1

iZ1

WD KOi

Ns !WD

� �
(1)

GFNe
Z
XNeK1

iZ1

WD KOsi

Ne !WD

� �
(2)

where Osi is the overlap between ith site where the ith

developer is located and the iC1 site where iC1 developer

(member of the team) is located. OsiZ0 for developers who

are not part of a team.

Consequently, the corresponding potential reduction in

development time ratios (or Reduction Factors, RFNs
and

RFNe
) can be expressed in the following Eqs. (3) and (4):

RFNs
Z 1 KGFNs

; 0!RFNs
%1 (3)

RFNe
Z 1 KGFNe

; 0!RFNe
%1 (4)

where RFNs
RRFNe

For a given software task, some parts may need to be

carried out sequentially whilst other parts may be carried out

concurrently. The estimated development time for SCSE

can be represented by Eq. (5), where:
ST
 is the development time estimate for sequential tasks;
PT
 is the development time estimate for parallel tasks;
EDT
 is the development time estimate for single site

development;
PW
 is the level of potential for concurrent working in the

given software task; and
NDT
 is the multi-site development time estimate.
NDT Z ST!RFNs
CPT!RFNe

COverheads (5)

where STZEDTKEDT!PW, PTZEDT!PW, and,

OverheadsZKTOCDELO (see Eqs. (7) and (8) below).

The above equations are based on the assumption that all

utilised sites work within a 24-h period. This can be
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expressed by the following Eq. (6)

Total working period

Z
XNs

iZ1

WDi K
XNsK1

iZ1

WDi KTDi

 !
(6)

The equations for each overhead are derived differently

depending on the nature of the overhead. For example, due

to the randomness in the occurrences of the distribution

effort loss (DELO) overhead, it would not be appropriate to

calculate it as a daily effort loss. It is more reasonable to

consider it as a proportion of the total software task elapse

time. Although, the proportion will differ from one project

to another, a sensible value can be derived from the

historical data of an organisation. This can be expressed as

DELO Z LP!EDT!ðNs K1Þ (7)
Final value for the Redu
Development Tim

Until
Error < 1 day

Initial Calculatio
 Initial value for the Reduction 

Time

Overheads

Gain factors

Reduction factors

Results

Input

Site 1

Site n

PW%
WD 1… n

…
.

Database

Overheads

Fig. 3. Development time
where EDT represents the multi-site development

time, which in this case includes both NDT and other

overheads, LP represents (as a percentage) the

occurrences of Daily-Transfer effort loss with respect to

the software task schedule time, and Ns is the number of

utilised sites.

Knowledge transfer overhead contributes to the elapse

time of a software task on a daily basis; for each transfer of

each team on each site. The equations for the knowledge

transfer overhead (KTO) are, therefore, derived for each site

taking NDT as the baseline. To converge to the near true

value of KTO, it has been calculated iteratively until the

error is less than 1 day. Therefore, the knowledge transfer

overhead can be expressed as:

KTOTotal Z
Xn

iZ1

KTOi (8)
ction in 
e

n
in Development 

Ne

Ns

Overlap 1

Overlap n-1

…
.

Database

 

ODT

Task/Project characteristics 

estimation process.
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Fig. 5. Development time vs. knowledge transfer time.
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where n is largest number such that KTOnR1 day such that

KTO1 Z KTOLF !NDTinit;

KTO2 Z KTOLF !KTO1;.;KTOn Z KTOLF !KTOnK1

and KTOLF (knowledge transfer overhead loss factor)

KTOLF Z
GCoTday

NsWD
C

KTTday

NsWD
C

ATTday

NsWD

where, GCoTday, KTTday ATTday are general task-level

communication, knowledge transfer time (catching-up and

reporting time) and artefact transfer time for all teams on all

sites in a day (24 h) respectively. The calculation of ATTday

is slightly more complicated than GCoTday and KTTday,

because it depends not only on the method of transfer

between sites, but also, on the number of teams, size of each

team and location of team members. The equations for

calculating ATT are not included.

An illustration of how the above equations might be used

to estimate multi-site development time is shown in Fig. 3.

As stated in the introduction, our objectives are:
1.
 to gain a better understanding of the contextual factors of

relevance to SCSE;
2.
 to investigate the overheads of SCSE;
3.
EDT EDT 
Maximum number of sites availableMaximum number of sites available
time difference between sitestime difference between sites

RT RT 
CT CT --

PWPW
GCOGCO General taskGeneral task--level communicatlevel communicationsions

Typical InputTypical Input

Estimated single site development timeEstimated single site development time
NsNs

Reporting timeReporting time
CatchingCatching up timeup time
Number of developersNumber of developers
Level of concurrencyLevel of concurrency

TDiTDi

NeNe
to enable the development time to be estimated when

SCSE is used.

In order to address the first two objectives, an

implementation of Tseq has been used to determine the

effects on development time of variations in values for

particular factors and overheads.

So, for example, if we consider a project with an

estimated single-site development time of 12 person months

we can determine the effect on development time of using

multiple sites. As might be expected, development time

decreases as the number of sites increases (see Fig. 4). Of

course, in practice, as the number of sites is increased the

value of some contextual factors will change. For example,

the time differences between sites will decrease and some
0.00 M

2.00 M

4.00 M

6.00 M

8.00 M

10.00 M

12.00 M

14.00 M

1 2 3 4
Ns

D
ev

. T
im

e

IDT = 12 P.M

Fig. 4. Development time vs. number of sites (Ns).
overheads such as daily knowledge transfer time may

increase due to the need to catch up with work from more

sites (or it may decrease because less work is done during

each shift). In practice, utilising more than three sites is

unlikely to reduce development time.

A more interesting case is to consider the effect of daily

knowledge transfer time on development time. Fig. 5 shows

this (non-linear) relationship for both a 2-site and a 3-site

distribution. Here, it can be seen that if the daily knowledge

transfer time exceeds 3.5 h then it would be faster to use two

sites rather than three.

In order to address objective 3, an algorithm based on the

Tseq model, and embodied in a decision support tool, could
1.1.
2.2.

3.3. Calculate overheadsCalculate overheads
4.4.
5.5.
6.6. e with respect to e with respect to 

ProcessingProcessing

Calculate gain factors and reduction factorsCalculate gain factors and reduction factors
Calculate initial development time (for distributed Calculate initial development time (for distributed 
working)working)

Recalculate development timeRecalculate development time
Repeat step 4 and step 5 until error < 1 dayRepeat step 4 and step 5 until error < 1 day
Recalculate development timRecalculate development tim
overheadsoverheads

Typical outputTypical output

Estimated development time for distributed Estimated development time for distributed 
working using all available sitesworking using all available sites
Estimated development time using < all sitesEstimated development time using < all sites
Expected values of overheadsExpected values of overheads

Fig. 6. The Tseq algorithm.



Table 2

Summary of questionnaire responses

Yes No

Was synchronous communications

needed?

0 4

Were design documents adequate? 4 0

Were problems encountered with the 1 3
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provide estimates of development time for (say) 2-site and

3-site distribution together with the total overhead costs.

The accuracy of the estimates will, of course, depend on the

quality and range of input values. Typical input and output

parameters together with the processing involved are shown

in Fig. 6. A prototype tool has been developed and is

currently being evaluated.

communications?

Do you think that SCSE would be more

suitable for bigger projects?

2 1 (C1 unsure)

Did you feel that SCSE restricted your

work?

3 1

Would you prefer to use SCSE as

opposed to single-site development?

0 2 (C2 unsure)
6. The empirical study

In order to show the feasibility of SCSE and to obtain

some real measures for contextual factors and overheads, an

exploratory empirical study was carried out using software

engineers (subjects) at two sites (Keele and Hebron) to

undertake a software development task (details of the study

are published in [16]). Although, the time zones for these

sites are only 2 h apart, they were considered suitable for the

following reasons:
†

Tab

Qu

Dev

Cat

Rep

Com
The computing facilities at each site were similar.
†
 Subjects with similar cultural backgrounds and with

good English language skills were available at both sites.

Cultural and language differences are of course important

issues in global software engineering and are the focus of

a number of other studies [17,18].
†
 Available subjects were mature, enthusiastic and had

very good (and comparable) software engineering skills.

The four subjects were male, aged between 29 and 39

years with between 6 and 11 years programming experience

and between 10 months and 3 years Java programming

experience. The subjects were all familiar with the

development method notations and coding conventions

used and had an established level of trust between them. The

importance of such trust between team members has already

been noted by several researchers and can often determine

the success or failure of teams and projects [19–21].

Two sets of two subjects worked collaboratively, over five

shifts, each of approximately 3 h duration, on the given

software task. The software task (which is summarised in the

Appendix A) included three main activities: implementation,

unit-testing and application testing. The implementation and

unit-testing activities were carried out in each shift, however,

application testing was carried out only in the last two shifts.

Both quantitative and qualitative data was collected.

Quantitative data included time spent on the task for each
le 1

antitative data from the empirical study

Average (in minutes)

elopment time 98

ching up time 5

orting time 8

munications time 18
shift, catching up time, reporting time and time spent

communicating. Average values for each are shown in

Table 1. The variations in values for catching up time and

reporting time were small, however, the communications

times for Hebron shifts were considerably longer than for the

Keele shifts. This was because the Hebron subjects had to use

a dial-up connection whereas Keele subjects had a permanent

Internet connection. As discussed in Section 3.1, it is clearly

important that the participating sites have adequate com-

munications facilities to support SCSE.

The quite low values for catching up time and reporting

time are encouraging especially given the low level of

automation available to the subjects in the study to support

these activities.

Qualitative data was concerned with the subjects’

opinions on a number of issues. Some of these are included

in Table 2. Although, from their general comments, the

subjects felt SCSE to be very efficient it was not a

particularly popular way of working. This seems to be

because, to some extent, they felt that their working style

was restricted. Nevertheless some were keen to try the

approach for larger scale projects.

Of the general comments from subjects, the most notable

was an expression of the need for high quality documen-

tation especially relating to requirements, design, design

rationale and coding conventions.

One of the lessons learned from the study was that it is

important (and difficult) to plan to the right level of detail. If

subjects finished their allocated activities early they did not

continue to work until the end of the shift (even though they

had been told to do so). However, subjects also felt that they

were ‘under pressure’ to complete the activities scheduled.

Clear a balance needs to be struck between the view that ‘I

have done my bit so I can stop’ and ‘I can’t keep up with the

work rate expected of me’.
7. Conclusions

This paper has investigated some of the issues that

arise when software is developed across time zones.
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In particular, some of the contextual factors relating to

participating sites and to project and task characteristics

that support or constrain distributed working have been

highlighted. These factors, together with the overheads of

distribution have been combined into a set of equations

which can be used to estimate development time for

sequential collaborative software engineering.

As well as these theoretical investigations, a small-scale

empirical study of SCSE is also reported.

A number of conclusions arise from this work. In

particular, it is clear that documentation is a crucial factor.

In fact, as well as being a necessity for successful SCSE, the

data recorded for the purposes of knowledge transfer is a

valuable contribution to the documentation process.

Other benefits of SCSE, in terms of quality and

maintainability arise from:
†
 more than one person being involved in development

(thereby achieving some of the benefits of pair program-

ming [22]);
†
 a well-documented process;
†
 adherence to coding conventions.

To make SCSE a more controlled and predictable

process there is a need for:
†
 greater automation of the knowledge transfer process;
†
 better ways of monitoring progress;
†
 use of a central repository and good communications to

support knowledge management;
†
 further research to investigate the level of detail needed

for scheduling of activities between collaborators.
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